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Summer Reflection
This summer, in order to hit the required
GPA mark, I chose to take an introductory
ASL course at the University. For the first
time in a long time, I felt genuinely excited to
go to class. I ended with an A- my highest
grade from this school. I want to take that
excitement and continued thirst for success
into, not just this upcoming fall semester, but
the rest of my years here.

My Inspiration
My older brother, Sam, is easily my biggest
inspiration. He just graduated as a Finance major
from NYU’s Stern School of Business and is working
in at Barclay’s Bank in New York City. Every time I
talk to him, I get so inspired to change and better my
own life to have a nice future like his.

Rutgers Resource

My S.M.A.R.T Plan
Make
myself
a
priority

Don’t focus
much on boys
or going out.
Allow for me
time. Get to the
gym, eat well.

Get
better
grades

Stay organized,
make
flashcards.
Utilize office
hours

Stay on
top of
things

Schedule
things out and
due dates with

During my spring semester of my
freshman year, I went to C.A.P.S a
couple of times to speak with a
counselor about my mental and
emotional state during my academic
transitioning’s. Overall, it was a
pleasant experience. I do want to try
and take advantage of something
similar to this again for my sophomore
year.

Challenges
This summer, I had the challenge of
having to quit my job and be very mindful
of my spending habits. It has given me
time to reflect and focus on the more
important things in my life- the
necessities. School becoming one of
them. I anticipate a major challenge of
mine during this upcoming school year to
be studying. I have a bad habit of
assuming I’ll do well because of my

